


 

APP Compatible Follow Me Orbiting Functional   
Waypoints 

1080P HD 
Resolution 

20 Min. Flight Time 

Real Time FPV Automatic Take-Off  Low Power Failsafe Flight Control Failsafe Headless Mode Return Home 



 

X-Hubsan 

Automatically fly with our APP! 

Conveniently take to the skies with your cellphone 

Compatible with IOS / Android systems; real time FPV 

is streamed directly to your phone or tablet，for easy access. 



The APP Waypoint Function 

After take off, simply select your destination on-screen 

and the copter will fly directly to the selected point. 

Easy control means more relaxation and time to enjoy the  

flight experience. Features smooth flight for professional 

and high resolution aerial shots.  



The APP Orbiting Function 

360 degree photography and videography 

that leaves no angle or view out of sight. 



 

Introducing the 1920x1080P built-in HD Camera 

See the world more clearly than ever before 

in luminous 1920x1080P HD resolution. 

Whether it be clear or cloudy, days or nights, capture 

reality with blinding precision and clarity. 



 

Live-Streaming FPV 

Let the drone become your eyes. 

Fly viewing the world from the skies in 1080P resolution. Capture 

every wonderful moment. 



2 Configurations ，2 ways to play  

X4 Air + Cellphone  + Relay  
               

X4 Air + Transmitter  
           (option)  



X4 Air + Cellphone + Relay 

Be unrestrained by range limits and fly higher. 

Expand your horizons with the mobile relay device and  

increase flight and FPV range to 400 meters.  



 

X4 Air + Transmitter (option) 

Paired with the H906A transmitter for more precise and comfortable handling. 



 

Powerful Endurance 
A 2700 mAh capacity battery provides  

20 minutes of satisfying flight  

on a single charge. 



 

Follow Me 

The camera follows you now.  

“Follow Me” turns you into a mobile  

photographer with a personal  

cameraman: the X4 Air 



 

Automatic Take-Off  
Return Home 

The X4 Air is capable of taking off  

Automatically and will Return Home if  

the 2.4gHz flight control signal is broken.    



 

Headless Mode 

Fly like a veteran, whether you be a novice or expert flyer. 

Initiate in Expert Mode for more sensitive transmitter and 

drone response. 



Flight Control Failsafe 

If the drone loses its connection with the transmitter  

for 3 seconds or more, it will automatically return  

home and land. 

Low Power Failsafe 

The X4 Air will determine whether to automatically  

Land or return home, based on how much power  

it has left. 



 

Thank you! 


